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The Ultimate Tool of Versatility: The Shieldon HF-KH5011KD OEM Army

Knife

In the dynamic world of outdoor and utility gear, the quest for a single tool that

can tackle a wide range of tasks never ends. Shieldon Manufacturing & Trading Combo

presents the OEM army knife classical 15-in-1 multi-purposes aluminum anodized

colorful handle HF-KH5011KD, an embodiment of versatility and functionality. This

meticulously crafted tool is designed for both the rugged adventurer and the practical

handyman. Here's an in-depth purchasing description of this exceptional army knife,

tailored for those who demand excellence in every facet of their equipment.

Product Overview

https://www.shieldon.net/oem-service/
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Introducing the HF-KH5011KD, an army knife that harmoniously blends traditional

functionality with modern design. This 15-in-1 multi-tool is a testament to Shieldon's

commitment to quality and versatility. Whether you find yourself in the wilderness

or in need of a quick fix around the house, this army knife is engineered to assist

you with a variety of tasks.

Product Specifications

 Item Number: HF-KH5011KD
 Item Segment: Army Knife
 Main Body Material: Crafted from robust 2Cr13 stainless steel, the main body material ensures

durability and resistance to corrosion, making it an enduring companion for any task.
 Handle Material: The aluminum handle is not only lightweight but also showcases an anodized

finish in a striking blue hue, offering both an excellent grip and aesthetic appeal.
 Dimensions:

o Closed Length: A compact 3.66 inches (93mm) when folded.
o Opened Length: An extended 6.93 inches (176mm), providing substantial tool length for

effective use.
o Total Thickness: 0.76 inches (19.4mm), designed to fit comfortably in your hand.
o Total Width: 1.4 inches (35.5mm), providing a solid grip without bulkiness.

 Blade Length: The 2.56-inch (65mm) blade is perfect for precision cutting tasks.
 Weight: Weighing in at just 4.55 oz (129g), it is a lightweight addition to your gear that packs a

punch.
 Main Body Finish: The satin finish on the main body offers a sleek, modern look, adding to the

knife's overall aesthetic quality.
 Locking Blade: This model does not include a locking blade, but is designed with user safety in

mind.

Functionality
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The HF-KH5011KD boasts an impressive 15 functions, making it a comprehensive tool for

a wide array of applications:

1. Blade: A sharp and versatile knife for cutting and slicing.

2. Saw: For cutting wood or other tough materials with precision.

3. Fish Scaler: Designed for fishers to easily scale fish.

4. Hook Disgorger: A tool for safely removing hooks from fish or other items.

5. Scissors: For all your cutting and trimming needs.

6. Can Opener: A must-have for campers and travelers.
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7. Bottle Opener: Ideal for opening a cold beverage anywhere.

8. Flat Screwdriver: Handy for quick fixes and adjustments.

9. Phillips Screwdriver: For dealing with cross-head screws.

10. Ice Breaker: Perfect for breaking through ice on your winter adventures.

11. Nail File: For keeping your nails neat on the go.

12. Nail Cleaner: To maintain personal hygiene, no matter where you are.

13. Needle: For minor repairs to gear or clothing.

14. Corkscrew: For opening wine bottles effortlessly.

15. Carabiner: Allows for easy attachment to a belt or backpack.

Customization

Recognizing the importance of personalization in today’s market, Shieldon offers the

option to anodize the aluminum handle in different colors, providing the opportunity

to align the tool with your personal style or brand. The standard handle color is blue,

but with Shieldon's flexible customization service, the possibilities are vast.

Manufacturing and Trading Information

 ODM Regular MOQ: The regular Minimum Order Quantity for Original Design Manufacturer (ODM)
is 3000 units, catering to businesses of all sizes.

 Remark: The anodized handle can be customized to a color of your choosing, subject to MOQ.

Purchasing Advantages with Shieldon

When you choose to source the HF-KH5011KD army knife from Shieldon, you are not just

purchasing a product; you are acquiring a promise of quality and service. Shieldon’s

flexible MOQ allows businesses to make purchasing decisions that align with their

budget and inventory strategy. Moreover, Shieldon's seasoned experience in both

manufacturing and trading ensures a seamless procurement process from start to finish.

https://www.shieldon.net/oem-service/
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Conclusion

The Shieldon HF-KH5011KD OEM army knife is more than just a multi-tool; it's a companion

for life's unexpected moments and adventures planned. With its robust construction,

a plethora of functions, and the ability to personalize, this army knife stands as

a pinnacle of multi-purpose tools. Whether for personal use, as part of a survival

kit, or as a branded item for your business, the HF-KH5011KD is poised to exceed

expectations and deliver performance that is as diverse as the needs it meets. With

Shieldon, you’re not just equipped; you’re prepared for whatever lies ahead.

Understanding the Essentials of Carrying an Army Knife
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An army knife is a multi-functional tool that is invaluable in a variety of situations,

from everyday tasks to survival scenarios. Knowing how to properly carry and handle

an army knife is essential for anyone from outdoor enthusiasts to those who like to

be prepared for any situation. Whether you're an experienced adventurer or a novice

to the world of multi-tools, this content will provide you with the basic knowledge

necessary to carry an army knife safely and responsibly.

Selecting the Right Army Knife

Before you consider how to carry an army knife, you must first select the right one

for your needs. Army knives come in various sizes and configurations, with numerous

tools and features. Consider what functions are most important for your activities,

like a sturdy blade, a saw, a screwdriver, or perhaps a can opener. Once you've chosen

your army knife, familiarize yourself with all its tools and how to open and close

them safely.

Safe Handling

Understanding how to handle your army knife safely is paramount. Always cut away from

your body, and ensure that your fingers are clear of the blade's path. Never use

excessive force, as this can cause the knife to slip or the tool to break, possibly

resulting in injury. When using the screwdriver or other pointy tools, a firm grip

and controlled motion are crucial to prevent slipping.

Carrying Options

1. Pocket Carry: The most common way to carry a smaller army knife is in your pocket. Many army

knives are designed with a slim profile and may include a pocket clip for secure and easy access.
Ensure the knife is closed and locked (if equipped with a locking mechanism) before placing it in your
pocket.

2. Belt Pouch: For larger or heavier army knives, a belt pouch is an excellent option. This method keeps

the knife easily accessible and frees up pocket space. Many army knives come with a custom pouch
that can be threaded onto a belt.

3. Around the Neck: Some people prefer to carry their army knife on a lanyard around their neck,

especially if they need to access it frequently or quickly. This method is often used for smaller,
lightweight army knives. Ensure the lanyard is strong and use a breakaway connector for safety.

https://www.shieldon.net/product_categories/army-knife/
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4. Attached to Gear: If you're backpacking or don't need to access your army knife often, you can

attach it to your backpack or gear. Many knives have a hole for a carabiner or can be secured using
straps.

5. In a Survival Kit: An army knife is a crucial component of any survival kit. When not in use, keep it in

your kit, so it's always there when you need it most.

Legal Considerations

It's important to be aware of the laws regarding carrying knives, which can vary greatly

depending on where you live or where you're traveling. Some jurisdictions have

restrictions on blade length, the type of knives that can be carried, and whether they

can be carried concealed or must be visible in public. Always check local laws to ensure

that you are in compliance when carrying your army knife.

Maintenance and Care
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Proper maintenance ensures that your army knife will function safely and effectively.

Keep it clean, dry, and lubricated. Regularly check for loose tools or damage, and

sharpen the blades as needed. Caring for your army knife also means respecting its

limitations—don't use it for prying or tasks it's not designed to handle.

Training and Usage

Lastly, knowing how to use each tool in your army knife properly is as important as

knowing how to carry it. Consider seeking training or guidance on the proper use of

each tool, especially if you intend to use your knife for specialized tasks.

Conclusion

Carrying an army knife is about preparedness and responsibility. By selecting the right

army knife for your needs, understanding safe handling practices, choosing an

appropriate carrying method, and being mindful of legal considerations, you can ensure

that your multi-tool is a helpful companion rather than a liability. Proper care and

maintenance, coupled with the right knowledge and usage, will make your army knife

a dependable tool in many aspects of life.
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